1.. Introduction {#S5}
================

Magnetic resonance (MR) only radiation therapy treatment planning for prostate cancer represents a significant paradigm shift from conventional computed tomography (CT) based planning. Superior soft tissue contrast provided by the MRI allows clinicians to define the clinical target volume \[CTV\] (prostate and seminal vesicles) more accurately and consistently as well as to distinguish organs-at-risk (OARs) near critical portions of the target boundary (bladder, rectal wall, and urethra). Currently, this process is done manually and is not only time-consuming for clinicians but prone to inter-observer variability \[[@R1]\]. It is therefore desirable to develop an automatic segmentation method that will aid in streamlining the current MR-only workflow as well as transition to fast online adaptive planning. Besides the time-saving advantage, an accurate auto-segmentation method could provide the ability to expand a single clinician's expertise as a learning tool for others new to the treatment modality to improve consistency of contours.

Results from several recent studies have shown that deep learning-based approaches for auto-segmentation represent a significant improvement from older atlas-based methods due to their ability to learn complex sets of features to accurately perform pixel-wise classification of images \[[@R2]-[@R4]\]. Once trained, these deep learning models offer a clear computational advantage over atlas-based segmentation because the model performs inference directly on the new data without requiring any additional computations involving the training set. Because these methods are the most accurate machine learning techniques \[[@R5]\], a deep learning approach to automatically segment targets and OARs in prostate radiotherapy was performed. Recent works on deep learning have shown the feasibility to generate highly accurate segmentations for clinical use in radiation therapy, but require large, expert-segmented datasets (on the order of hundreds of patients) \[[@R6],[@R7]\]. The large expert-labeled datasets are required to estimate the high number of parameters of convolutional layers in these deep learning models. MR as the primary imaging modality for treatment planning is relatively new for prostate radiation therapy and consequently, expert target and OAR delineations is difficult to obtain. The limitation of small datasets with expert segmentations, that is frequently encountered in medical imaging, poses a problem for training a deep convolutional network, which typically has a very large number of parameters \[[@R8]\]. A commonly used solution to this problem is transfer learning \[[@R9]\], where the networks trained on a different task or domain, is reused for a new application either by retraining all the filters in the network's layers from scratch \[[@R10]\] or by retraining the old filters and only tuning a defined subset \[[@R11]\]. It has also been shown that using networks trained on other tasks/domains combined with sufficient fine tuning can lead to more accurate performance than when training from scratch \[[@R12],[@R13]\]. Therefore, this work analyzes the use of applying a transfer learning technique for segmenting MR images for prostate radiotherapy and compares it against training from scratch with a U-Net type architecture as well as study its feasibility in generating clinically useable contours.

2.. Materials and methods {#S6}
=========================

2.1.. Datasets {#S7}
--------------

MR-only simulation and planning for prostate radiotherapy has been routinely used at our institution since June 2016 \[[@R14],[@R15]\]. Of all patients who were treated using a MR-only workflow, one hundred patients with confirmed prostate cancers scanned with axial T2w MRI were retrospectively analyzed and anonymized under an internal review board approved study. The first fifty scans were contoured and curated by two experts so that they can be used to develop the deep learning model using forty for training and ten for validation. They were first reviewed and critiqued by a dosimetrist and/or physicist for consistency of OAR segmentation with institutional standards. These were subsequently re-reviewed and edited as necessary for accuracy by a single board-certified radiation oncologist experienced in MR-only prostate contouring. This helped to ensure consistency in defining critical regions of anatomy unique to intact prostate radiotherapy, particularly the rectosigmoid junction, bladder/prostate interface and the prostate apex. The large bowel was added after review as a constraining structure in the model for the bladder, due to the similar contrast between the bladder wall and bowel loops typically found in regions superior to the prostate. Although not all patients received a rectal spacer gel, they were included in the model for training and evaluation to represent a broader clinical scenario. The second fifty scans were randomly selected from clinically treated patients at our institution, to be used to assess the clinical viability of the model. This dataset was not re-reviewed or edited in any way and represents a range of contouring styles of CTV volumes from different physicians and OARs from physicists/dosimetrists. The clinical parameters of the patient population from both datasets are included in [Table A.1](#T1){ref-type="table"} in [Appendix A](#APP1){ref-type="app"}.

2.2.. Deep learning architecture -- DeepLabV3+ {#S8}
----------------------------------------------

Prior works have demonstrated successful results in segmenting medical image sets from small training datasets by repurposing networks constructed and trained on natural images using transfer learning approaches and have shown that these methods were superior to training the networks from only the medical image datasets \[[@R16],[@R17]\]. A fully convolutional network (FCN) method developed by Chen et al. \[[@R18]\] known as DeepLabV3+ was chosen because of its demonstrated high performance segmenting natural images (PASCAL VOC2012 segmentation challenge) \[[@R19]\]. The network architecture was built with an encoding path used to extract features from the input image through convolutions, followed by a decoder to recover a probability mask for each pixel. The encoder first extracts feature maps using a modified Xception model proposed by Chollet et al. \[[@R20]\] and then refines it for segmentation using dilated convolutions, which can be applied at varying rates to encode features at different spatial resolutions without reducing the dimensions of the feature space. Such a formulation of encoder enables the network to capture abundant contextual image information while reducing the input image by only a factor of 8 or 16, as opposed to standard convolutional neural networks that routinely reduce feature space up to 32 or 64 times. This in turn allows for a simpler decoder structure to produce the output mask. Details regarding the model configuration used in this work are presented in [Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Additional details about the model design and performance in non-medical tasks are presented in a series of publications by Chen, et al. \[[@R21]-[@R23]\].

Pre-processing was done on the T2w scans to multiple axial false color images, consisting of separate red, green, and blue channels. The MR scans were first down-sampled from 16-bit to 8-bit grayscale images, resulting in a tolerable mean average reduction in signal-to-noise ratio of 0.96 ± 0.2. The red channel is the unprocessed 8-bit copy of the original axial image slice. The green channel applies an imaging processing technique called Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization on the axial image using a tile size of 8 × 8 pixels and a clip limit of 10% \[[@R24]\]. The blue channel is the red channel inverted, by subtracting every pixel by 255 and then renormalizing to 0--255.

Each associated structure set was converted into a corresponding masked array. The six structures are defined fully by anatomical features and are not considered regions with ill-defined boundaries except the rectosigmoid junction and the inferior portion of the penile bulb. The urethra was defined to start at the bladder and stop at the most superior aspect of the penile bulb.

A pretrained model that is publicly available was used as an initialization point for both the encoder and decoder portions of the DeepLabV3+ architecture, except the last 3 × 3 layer, which was adjusted to the output number of structures, including the constraining structure, large bowel (7). The model weights for all other layers were initialized using the same network pretrained on the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO) and PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) challenge datasets. This dataset consists of millions of annotated and segmented photos of objects in their natural context \[[@R19],[@R25]\]. Retraining was performed on all the layers of the network on a high-performance GPU cluster with four NVIDIA GTX 1080i GPUs with 11 GB of memory each. To use a sufficiently large batch size (16 images per batch) so that training could be performed with batch normalization, images were cropped to 256 × 256 patches. Data augmentation was applied to each 2D image through scaling, cropping, and rotations using 5 random permutations per axial image. The full network was then re-trained with learning rate set initially at 0.007. A polynomial learning rate decay was used with decay factor of 0.1 and power 0.9. Training was carried out for 20 epochs. An epoch represents one iteration where the entire training dataset is passed through the neural network. A class-weighted cross-entropy loss was implemented to reduce the influence of data imbalance. Early stopping was implemented according to the accuracy of volumetric Dice similarity coefficient (VDSC) on a selected five validation patients. Training time was approximately 10 h.

2.3.. Deep learning architecture -- U-Net {#S9}
-----------------------------------------

Comparison of the transfer learning approach outlined in [Section 2.2](#S8){ref-type="sec"} was done using the default U-Net architecture \[[@R26]\], that is composed of 4 max-pooling for subsampling and 4 up-pooling for resampling to obtain the segmentation at the image resolution. Skip connections were used to connect the features from the encoding path with the decoding path to prevent loss of resolution. The network consisted of convolutional blocks, with each block consisting of convolution, batch normalization, and ReLU activation. The network used 17.2 M parameters with 64 channels used in the last layer, which was converted into a single channel through a 1x1 convolution. Details regarding this network are presented in [Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. This network was trained from scratch using the 40 training image sets. Additional data augmentation consisting of rotation, mirroring, translation, and scaling was performed to increase the training set size using per-epoch augmentation such that new datasets were created using each epoch. The algorithm was trained using 2D patches of size 256 × 256 obtained through cropping the images. The algorithm was optimized using ADAM optimizer and the training was done for 200 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.0001. The model with the highest VDSC on the validation set was chosen. The VDSC scores from validation and testing sets between the U-Net and DeepLabV3+ results were chosen as the statistical comparison end points using a paired, two-sided Wilcoxson test.

2.4.. Surface Dice similarity coefficient (SDSC) {#S10}
------------------------------------------------

SDSC is a metric proposed by Nikolov, et al. to capture the inherent inter-observer variability found in radiation therapy manual segmentation \[[@R27]\]. Specifically, SDSC compares the Dice similarity coefficient between two surfaces adding an additional parameter, τ, with units of distance, which reflects this inter-observer uncertainty. Any difference of the surface boundary below τ would be considered clinically acceptable and therefore would correlate with a segmentation needing no adjustment from experts. Selection of this parameter is subjective to the amount and type of user base it is drawn from and can drastically change the Dice similarity coefficient value reported. Rather than attempting to select a value for comparison, SDSC is analyzed as a function of τ, noting that faster convergence to 1.0 correlates with segmentations likely needing little to no adjustment.

2.5.. External dataset -- PROMISE12 {#S11}
-----------------------------------

Analysis was also performed on the PROMISE12 challenge dataset \[[@R28]\] to establish the generalizability of our model on an external dataset. This public dataset consists of fifty axial T2-weighted MR images on which the prostate gland alone was contoured. We stratify the scans into two parts, ones with MR endorectal coil and ones with out. Comparison was performed with and without re-training DeepLabV3+. For retraining, the dataset was randomized into forty training cases and ten validation cases

3.. Results {#S12}
===========

3.1.. Comparison against U-Net {#S13}
------------------------------

[Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows SDSC scores for DeepLabV3+ and U-net as a function of τ for the six structures of interest in this study for the validation set, compared directly next to VDSC. Sample output of the DeepLabV3+ model to the expert contours are shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The same analysis is shown on the test set in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. DeepLabV3+ outperformed U-Net for bladder, rectum, CTV, penile bulb and rectal spacer (*P* \< 0.001), urethra was statistically similar (*P* = 0.307).

3.2.. Performance on PROMISE12 {#S14}
------------------------------

Average VDSC using DeepLabV3+ for the prostate gland on the PROMIS12 dataset without training was 0.59 with the endorectal coil (24 scans) and 0.78 without (26 scans). Average VDSC after retraining for the validation set is 0.95 ± 0.01. [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows an example output of the model for each scenario.

4.. Discussion {#S15}
==============

MR-Only radiation treatment planning for prostate is becoming increasingly common among radiation oncology centers. This is also accelerated by the adoption of new advancements in linear accelerator technology, whereby daily MR imaging in the treatment position is possible. In the work presented here, we aim to demonstrate the ability of a deep learning approach to utilize the improved soft tissue contrast provided by MR imaging to create a deep-learning based model that can help streamline the MR-Only workflow.

Many works have cited using U-Net \[[@R26]\], or modified U-Net type architectures, in lieu of training larger state-of-the-art FCNs. This is because U-Net architectures (a) are more shallow and have fewer parameters thus making them easier to train with only a small representative dataset and (b) have been shown to have the capacity to learn the underlying relationship between pixel values and segmentations, thereby providing potentially clinically usable results \[[@R29],[@R30]\]. The benefit of larger networks, like DeepLabV3+, is the ability for further abstraction from the original image which may allow for more complex relationships to be understood in the underlying data, the trade-off being larger datasets required to train these deeper convolutions effectively. In addition, hyper parameter choices, such as training policies, image process/data augmentation techniques, the choice of loss function, etc., can have large effects on the results of these networks because encoding and decoding layers are difficult to develop regardless of network capacity. By adjusting the input dataset (MR images) with simple pre-processing rules to align it more closely with the pre-trained images (ImageNet, MS COCO, PASCAL VOC), this work demonstrates that a large, high-capacity network can effectively relearn with a small (as compared to natural image segmentation problems) training set. Of note, the pre-processing does influence the model performance. Preliminary evaluation using the single raw image copied across the three channels produced sub-optimal results as compared with the method demonstrated here. An alternative to this pre-processing is to convert the pre-training natural images to grayscale, which would eliminate the need for the pre-processing step.

In this instance, a basic U-Net was shown to underperform on the training/validation dataset when compared with DeepLabV3+. In many patient image sets, the U-Net model suffered from false positive results outside the intended organ of interest which attributed to its underperformance. We suspect that the benefit of pre-training allowed the DeepLabV3+ encoder network to be more discriminatory against similar contrast tissue in the surrounding anatomy. This may also explain why the foley-defined urethra (foreign object) was equally contoured between both networks.

[Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows a few examples of the discrepancies between the better performing DeepLabV3+ model and clinical contours. In general, we find that the contour quality is more consistent in the model data than what is used clinically as shown in images (a), (b) and (c) in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. We suspect that the larger inter-quartile ranges shown in SDSC in the test set can be mostly attributed to such variability. The SDSC analysis also demonstrates that the bulk of the contour surface (80--90%) is within one voxel distance (τ = 3 mm) away from the clinically used contours showing that most of the differences are subtle, allowing physicians the ability to adjust contours upon review, particularly the CTV, to match clinical concerns such as the risk for extra-prostatic extension based on biopsy and/or radiographic findings. The ability of the physicians to act as a co-pilot to the auto segmentations, reviewing/revising as needed, will help to streamline our MR-only planning workflow. After an internal QA process, we have implemented this auto-contour method into our MR-only planning workflow. We intend to report on the results of this pilot period when enough data and feedback have been collected.

Finally, we analyzed our model with an external dataset (PROMISE12). The trained model using our internal data performed average on MRs without the endorectal coil but failed in the instance of the coil in place. This is primarily due to the training set not including such cases. Also, VDSC suffers somewhat in the no-coil setting as our clinical model includes the seminal vesicles. To demonstrate that this method can work well in other contexts, we retrained DeepLabV3+ exclusively on a subset of the PROMISE12 training data and achieve VDSC on the order of 0.95 on the validation set of ten patients (mixed with and without endorectal coil). This demonstrates that, given enough training examples, the model can be generalizable to T2-weighted scans from different scanners as well as acquisition using different radiofrequency coils.

In conclusion, we investigated the use of a deep learning network, DeepLabV3+, combined with a transfer learning technique to accurately learn and segment relevant targets and OARs in the context of MR-only prostate radiation therapy. This work shows that using pre-trained weights from a model trained on a very large unrelated dataset can adapt learned features to the problem at hand.
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###### 

Summary of patient clinical parameters.

  \# of patients                     100
  ---------------------- ----------- --------------------
  Age                                68.9 (53--87)
  Clinical T Stage       T1c         60
                         T2a         19
                         T2b         1
                         T2c         2
                         T3a,b       18
  Initial PSA                        9.29 (0.58--64.33)
  Gleason Score          6           14
                         7 (3 + 4)   41
                         7 (4 + 3)   21
                         8 (4 + 4)   12
                         9           12
  Prostate volume (cc)               44.4 (12.8--96)

![(a) Schematic of DeepLabV3+ architecture used to produce segmentations. Dilation rates of 12, 24, 36 were used to keep the feature map reduction to one-eighth the input image size (termed output stride = 8) in the encoder module. The entire network except the last 3 × 3 convolution was initialized with a pre-trained model based on Microsoft Common Objects in Context and PASCAL Visual Object Classes image sets of natural objects. (b) Basic U-Net architecture that utilizes skip connections at each convolution block to keep long range contextual information throughout the encoder/decoder structure.](nihms-1578473-f0001){#F1}

![Boxplots (Red -- DeepLabV3+; Blue -- U Net) for each structure of surface Dice similarity coefficient (SDSC) as a function of τ for the 10 patients reviewed by a single expert radiation oncologist. The data is plotted for the range of τ from sub pixel (0.5 mm) to the approximate voxel size (3 mm). An additional box plot of the volumetric Dice similarity coefficient (VDSC) is included for comparison. Box plots are shown with an inter-quartile range from 25 to 75 percent with the horizontal line representing median value. Upper and lower whisker represent the 5 and 95 percentiles. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](nihms-1578473-f0002){#F2}

![Example model output, green (DeepLabV3+ model), red (expert) for 4 different patient anatomies. (a) Axial slice of bladder, rectum, and seminal vesicles. (b) Sagittal example of model determining rectum/sigmoid junction shorter than expert contour. (c) Small discrepancy near bladder/prostate interface (d) Example of expert penile bulb extending anteriorly and posteriorly from model output. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](nihms-1578473-f0003){#F3}

![Boxplots (Red -- DeepLabV3+; Blue -- U Net) for each structure of surface Dice similarity coefficient (SDSC) as a function of τ with the clinically used test set. The data is plotted for the range of τ from sub pixel (0.5 mm) to the approximate voxel size (3 mm). An additional box plot of the volumetric Dice similarity coefficient (VDSC) is included for comparison. Box plots are shown with an inter-quartile range from 25 to 75 percent with the horizontal line representing median value. Upper and lower whisker represent the 5 and 95 percentiles. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](nihms-1578473-f0004){#F4}

![Example model output, green (DeepLabV3+ model), red (clinical contour) on the PROMISE12 training set. (a) Model fails in the presence of a MR rectal coil which is not used at our institution. (b) Model performance is improved on cases without a coil. Our model was trained to detect seminal vesicles as shown in (c), which reduces VDSC. (d) When the model is trained using 40 patients from the provided dataset, DeepLabV3+ performance is significantly improved with or without the coil on the other 10 validation patient sets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](nihms-1578473-f0005){#F5}

![Example model output, green (DeepLabV3+ model), red (clinical contour) for 2 different patient anatomies. (a)(b) Model shows more consistent detection/definition than clinical contoured penile bulb (c) Urethra used clinically does not abut the end of the urethral lumen, model was trained to include the whole space. Clinically used urethra extends further into bladder, which is not needed in context of radiotherapy planning. (d) Same patient as (c), rectal spacer/rectum boundary is unique, model incorrectly classifies many slices of spacer. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](nihms-1578473-f0006){#F6}
